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ABSTRACT. Within Information and Knowledge Society the concept of Privacy has
been enriched including aspects related to digital life, while the right to online
Privacy gains more and more attention daily due to several cases of privacy breaches.
Privacy is associated with the control, access and use or misuse of personal
information by others, including governments, companies and other users as well.
Social Network Sites as a part of digital space have altered the way that people
communicate and have contributed to the construction of online social networks.
During online interaction, users disclose information about them or others, while at
the same time they express their concerns about Privacy infringement that may come
up due to self-disclosure practices, not restricting or reversing though their disclosure
behavior. Thus “Privacy paradox” phenomenon is recorded since users cannot
balance between Privacy concerns and their need for disclosure. Privacy’s
circumvention destabilizes the trust between social actors, increases the feelings of
insecurity and puts into risk social cohesion which is a prerequisite for the
sustainability of our society. Legislation as well as technology may protect us, but
sometimes they are not user friendly and sufficient. Users should protect themselves
and other people in order to preserve their Privacy as a fundamental human right. In
this paper, based on a literature review, we present the issue of Privacy in Social
Network Sites focusing on factors that affect people’s Privacy concerns and behavior
while relating these to social cohesion.
KEYWORDS: privacy, privacy paradox, privacy protective behavior, Social Network
Sites, human rights, social cohesion
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1.

INTRODUCTION

In 1992, [1] in his book titled “Risk Society: Towards a New Modernity” notes
that technology and science within modern societies’ development produce new
forms of risks unknown in previous ages to which we are constantly required to
respond. So, the Risk Society, as described by [1], raises itself the risks that threaten
its existence. These risks are not limited to specific forms alone (e.g. environmental)
but include a whole series of interrelated changes within contemporary social life
(e.g. financial crisis, social inequalities, job insecurity, declining tradition influence,
human rights jeopardy). In addition, risks are not restricted to one country only, but
affect all countries and all social classes having global consequences. However, risks
do not automatically lead to societies’ destruction, since [1] incorporates in the
concept of risk the ability to predict a future disaster in time, which can lead to the
disaster’s prevention. Nevertheless, even in this case, deterrence is not definitive, as
the globalized post-modern society suffers from four systemic defections that
amplify risk reproduction; exceeding limits, weakness in control, inadequate
compensation for the damage caused and lack of knowledge and awareness
regarding the risks. In this way risks rebound.
In the frame above, the concept of sustainability has emerged in order to
address the risks that society produces with reference to physical, social, economic
and cultural level. The concept of sustainability has been broadened from its original
frame, paying nowadays attention synthetically and simultaneously to all three
pillars; economy, environment, society. Referring to the field of society, sustainability
includes the proposal and the promise for social cohesion maintenance. Social
cohesion as a state expresses the extension and quality regarding relationship
intensity between the members of a society, recording the degree of synergy between
the social subjects. Synergy leads both to the establishment and strengthening of the
social consciousness and its manifestation through expressions of social solidarity.
For better understanding the concept of social cohesion, the study of social
networks as multidimensional systems of communication and shaping of human
practice and social identity [2] is required. Social networks are related to a person’s
social relationships, their characteristics and the way that people perceive and
evaluate these relationships. Social networks are characterized by their extent,
density, bonding, homogeneity, contact frequency between members, duration and
reciprocity [3]. The emotional, psychological or financial support that people can
acquire through their social networks constitutes the social support. This is linked to
factors that affect quality of life, such as life satisfaction and sense of well-being [4],
while lack of social support and exclusion from networks are considered to reduce
people's abilities to form their social identity, receive emotional support or material
help and gain access to services and information [5]. In this respect, people’s
participation in social networks and human rights’ respect within these are
prerequisite for achieving and maintaining social cohesion in the frame of social
sustainability and development both for the present and the future.
Several evolutions in the Information and Knowledge Society are inextricably
linked to the processes of social development. Digital social networks for example
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coexist with offline social networks altering contemporary social life. In this frame,
Social Networking Sites (SNSs), that have replaced many forms of offline social
activities (e.g. communication, leisure activities, services provision) being tools of
both private and public communication [6] are a place that intersects public and
private practices. Promoting the social interconnection between users, facilitating
and encouraging users' communication within and beyond the direct contacts of
their networks [7], SNSs constitute, on the one hand, an appropriate field of social
development, while on the other hand their usage raises multiple issues regarding
human rights both at individual and social level.
The evolutions having taken place within Information and Knowledge Society
highlight the necessity for human rights protection at digital level as well [8]. In this
frame, the issue of privacy and its protection - not being a new social phenomenon
though - takes a foreground place in the scientific community among IT, legal and
social scientists, following a multidisciplinary approach. What is private and how
private is intertwined with the public is an issue that is rooted in the very beginning
of human presence. We should note that the distinction between private and public
is related to the social context in which it occurs, underlining though that the social
and cultural factors that determine the concept of privacy do not remain stable,
altering thus the perceptions regarding private and public. Nevertheless, as noted by
[9], after the technological evolution "the classical concept of privacy has been greatly
enriched" (p. 508). Considering that within Information Society the relationships
between the different information managers are complex, the distinction between
private and public is even more obscure [10, 11].
The safeguarding of individual rights in the 18th and 19th centuries allowed
the formulation of the right to privacy which is directly linked to the freedom of a
person from all forms of control / surveillance and insult. At the same time, the legal
introduction of the right to privacy has consistently led to the introduction of a
constitutional protection obligation. So, theoretically, we live in a world where
privacy is now legally enforceable and self-evident in every form of social practice,
such as the use of SNSs. Is this real?
This paper addresses the right to privacy in online networks framed on Social
Networking Sites. Section 2 refers to privacy in SNSs, focusing on the way SNSs have
become a part of contemporary reality having effect on human experiences. This
Section addresses also the Privacy Paradox phenomenon as the state of contradiction
between privacy attitude and privacy behavior, includes subsections regarding the
factors that affect users’ disclosure practices and privacy concerns, while it also
records measures that should be taken for privacy protection. Section 3 underlines
that the right to privacy is one of the most endangered human rights in the context of
globalization and emergence of the Information and Knowledge Society. Privacy
violation affects social cohesion and puts thus into danger the whole society.
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2.

THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN INFORMATION SOCIETY. THE CASE OF
SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES

Information holds a key role within Information Society. In this frame, control
of information produces new conflicts that raise unique global risks [12] regarding
individual rights, protection of personal data, and security of information. These
risks come up because the social, economic and political functions of states directly
depend on information circulating in information systems, while also depending on
private sector [13-15] which due to the competition rules cannot provide security
guarantees for the democratic orientation of the states. As a result, national
governments challenge the control of information, establishing, limiting and
applying laws that balance public and private interests [13, 16]. In this frame the
terms for privacy protection are being renegotiated globally. It is understood, thus,
that the above-mentioned risks "do not derive from external phenomena but from human
decisions and actions" [1] (p. 50) concerning the control and use of information
according to the visible and latent interests of social groups they serve.
A series of recent incidents, as that of the Snowden case in 2013 or of
Cambridge Analytica in 2018, confirm that despite the constitutional requirements
for privacy, governments or politicians in cooperation with companies use internetbased information and organize mass-tracking programs for citizens. Hundreds of
millions of data are collected, while governments and private organizations / service
providers refuse that they collect and distribute citizens’ data.
Within a society where on one hand information is disseminated through every
possible internet source becoming accessible to all and legislation has established
general principles for privacy protection on the other, while the states have different
starting points of legal culture, the interpretations of privacy become more and more
obscure [16]. The regulatory framework for privacy protection is multidimensional
concerning both the application of international law conventions, national
regulations, decisions by independent authorities that manage information issues,
and rules of private sector bodies through self-regulation [17]. Within this complex
frame, keeping in mind that citizens are constantly expressing their anxiety about
who has access to their data, it is particularly interesting to consider how citizens
perceive themselves in online networks and take care to ensure their privacy -if they
do so-, acknowledging it as an indefeasible right.
2.1

Users privacy experiences in Social Networking Sites
Social media are the outcome of the technological development during the last
decades. Beyond a technological phenomenon, social media constitute a social
phenomenon since their effect on human daily reality is catalytic. This is evidenced
by the growing number of users, the new applications and the multiple
environments to which they have exploited.
Social Networking Sites (SNSs) -one of the categories of social media- dominate
in almost all human activities, facilitating the interaction between people, the online
procurement of goods and services, business transactions, communication between
the state and the citizens, the development of communities. In this context of
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ubiquitous presence of SNSs, social subjects adapt to a new "reality", the digital
reality that operates within the framework of social action, but often shaping its own
norms.
To participate in a SNS, the user has to build a profile that represents, in a way
he/she chooses, the digital persona adopting specific methods to present and control
his/her image. Users share a large amount of information in a variety of forms, such
as personal data, photos, thoughts, experiences and preferences -sometimes true,
sometimes false- leaving their digital footprint in every function. At the same time,
this process raises users’ anxiety regarding their privacy and the security of their
data even though they voluntarily provide personal information and / or carelessly
consent to its collection. SNSs provide users the facility to create new relationships or
to preserve pre-existing, to self-present, to explore photos and profiles of other users,
to activate post-communication forms such as commenting on messages posted or to
have fun [18-22]. [23] has pointed out that the specific nature of SNSs creates
intimacy feelings that encourage the information flow within them allowing users to
feel that they can maintain relationships not only at personal level but at professional
also, as noted by [24].
SNSs are currently the most dynamically developing personal networking tool
[6], as they contribute to the promotion of online interpersonal interactions based on
the norms of daily interaction, allowing both the expression of personal identity, and
community building [25]. In this frame it is clear that SNSs usage leads to the
increase of users' material and symbolic resources simultaneously reconstructing the
social status since SNSs constitute the modern practice of participation in social
networks in the Information Society. In this frame, the establishment of a collective
digital culture, built on reciprocity and trust which are crucial for social development
and sustainability is recommended. But what is the price?
Although users believe they can control the information they share, controlling
thus their privacy, [26] point out that today information is not under the control of
individuals, but of organizations that hold it. In the context above, users experience
or learn about incidents ranging from personal data violation to online personalized
advertisements. Violations of users' privacy may arise, in addition to those known as
a result of the operation of governments and companies, by other users also due to
the multiple forms of unwanted or uncontrolled information disclosure, regardless
the number of persons to whom it is disclosed, since information can be easily found
and copied. Incidents regarding violation or misuse of personal information raise
users’ privacy concerns and anxiety about their visibility and vulnerability in digital
environments. Users experience the feeling of intrusion into their personal lives, the
concern that one knows their habits and preferences, controls their behavior and
guides their daily practices. These anxieties will grow even more as the technological
advances of mobile devices are moving fast forward [27]. Despite these, the number
of SNSs users continues to grow steadily, because SNSs bear a form of glamor
resulting from the combination of the possibilities they offer for self-presentation and
social interconnection, as [25] argues.
Privacy is a multidimensional concept and is perceived by people in different
ways defined by a variety of parameters. [27] note that the literature provides five
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variables of privacy, including: "perceived ability to control submitted information", "use
of information", "notice", "perceived privacy" and "privacy protection behavior" (p. 430).
2.1.1. Privacy Paradox
In order to understand the concept of privacy in digital environments, most of
the studies [28-31] use the definitions of Westin and Altman. According to Westin,
privacy is defined as one’s right to determine what information is accessible, to
whom and when, while in Altman’s view privacy is determined as the selective
control of individuals on others’ access to their information, forming thus a social
and dynamic process targeting the achievement of optimization in the relationship
between information disclosure and withdrawal [28-29, 31].
The relationship between privacy on SNSs and information disclosure is a
multidimensional issue [32-35]. [28] has recorded the tense in the relation between
users' desire and need to protect their privacy and their desire to disclose personal
information, which may lead them to underestimate the privacy risks resulting from
personal information disclosure. As underlined by [36] this relationship "is
characterized by a constant tension between secrecy and transparency. On the one hand,
individuals are afraid of threats to their personal autonomy and freedoms stemming from a
global data processing by governments and undertakings, while on the other hand they
voluntarily proceed to the disclosure of personal data (eg by posting names, photographs,
dates of birth, marital status….)" (p. 642).
Referring to privacy in Web in general, [28] points out that its ideal
achievement is based on a balanced relationship between individuals’ needs for
social interaction and personal information disclosure and their needs for privacy.
So, as it happens with privacy in real life, SNSs’ users need to balance their concerns
regarding their visible content on a Web site to a variety of audiences with their
desire to enjoy privileges because of their interactions in them [30]. According to [37],
the balance between privacy and self-disclosure is the core of human behavior and
determines interpersonal relationships. The choice of more or less privacy changes
according to wishes, social goals and specific context, influencing thus the ways in
which interpersonal boundaries in relationships are being negotiated.
However, what has been observed in a number of researches is that SNSs users
do not always manage to balance these needs. Several studies have dealt with the
issue of privacy concerns impact on users’ behavior and have comparatively
examined the stated attitude and the actual behavior demonstrating that although
users are interested in their privacy on SNSs and have concerns regarding the
security of personal information [38-40] or feel vulnerable to privacy violations [30],
these concerns are not followed, for example, by disclosing less information or
changing privacy settings. Consequently, people fail, as [41] explains, to turn their
privacy concerns into privacy protection behaviors. In this way an inconsistency or
discrepancy is revealed between views and attitudes on one hand and behavior on
the other with reference to the informational privacy.
“Privacy paradox" [40, 42] finally emerges as the state of contradiction between
privacy attitude and privacy behavior. In a recent literature review paper, [43] notes
that although this is the dominant dichotomy when referring to privacy paradox,
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researchers have also compared privacy concerns with privacy behavior. Even
though these two constructs are related, they are also fundamentally different, as
“privacy concerns could be quite generic and, in most cases, are not bound to any specific
context, whilst privacy attitudes refer to the appraisal of specific privacy behaviours” [43] (p.
123). Furthermore, [43] underlines that several studies investigate privacy intention
instead of privacy behavior ignoring that often privacy intentions do not lead to
protective behavior. [40] attempting to interpret the "privacy paradox" explain that
this discrepancy is likely to be based on users' trust towards service providers and
other users if users consider providers to be honest with them (Cheung et al., 2015)
or if they recognize similarities between themselves and other users [44].
2.1.2 Factors affecting personal information disclosure
What impels people in online spaces such SNSs to reveal information about
themselves and others, even though they really know or suspect that information is
accessible? How could one interpret the fact that we often reveal more information
during our online interactions with others than in our face to face communication?
Many researches have attempted to uncover the factors that influence the decisionmaking process to disclose personal information on SNSs.
[27] have investigated the relationship between information disclosure and
three important dimensions; control over personal information, user awareness, and
security / privacy alerts. Information control is recognized as a key element in the
perception of risk [45-46] that derives from information disclosure. [47] verified the
hypothesis that the increased control individuals think they have regarding sharing
and access to their information will also increase their willingness to disclose
sensitive information, and if this increase is high, users will end up being more
vulnerable, despite the fact that technologies are designed to protect them. So, [47]
conclude that the perceived ability of people to control certain dangers shields their
awareness or turns their attention to other dangers they cannot control.
Many researches have focused on users’ general lack of awareness regarding
the usage of their information by SNSs and third parties, including governments also
[48-49]. [50] argue that awareness of the consequences resulting from privacy
breaches predicts disclosure. The positive correlation between user awareness and
information disclosure has been also supported by [27] who argue that when users
have a better knowledge about the use of personal information, they are more likely
to reveal more information. This finding is particularly for user awareness programs.
The low level of knowledge has been shown to be related to the tendency or
temptation to reveal personal information in order to gain small benefits [51-53]. [41]
predicts that in the future, in larger social environments, there will be a privacy
protection gap "given that knowledgeable users understand why their online privacy
matters while less knowledgeable users may be easily persuaded to trade their privacy for
transient benefits” (p. 40). Digital literacy on the contrary seems to have positive
effects on online privacy protection [54-56] being recorded as a prerequisite for the
understanding of technical terms such as cookies and data mining [55-56]. In this
context, researches such as those of [57] and [56] have focused on users' lack of
ability, knowledge and privacy protection skills identifying this situation through
7

the theory of cognitive deficiency. [58] referring to users’ privacy literacy notes that it
“encompasses an informed concern for their privacy and effective strategies to protect it” (p.
51), while [59] claim that "online privacy literacy can be defined as a combination of factual
or declarative knowledge ('knowing that') and the procedural ('knowing how') knowledge
about privacy" (p. 339). The first one refers to users' knowledge of the technical aspects
regarding their data protection, the relevant laws and directives, while the second to
their ability to use strategies in order to regulate their privacy and protect their data.
Self-disclosure has been also studied with reference to social influence [60-61]
and online trust [62-63], revealing that both factors increase self-disclosure while, on
the contrary, perceptions regarding the risk for privacy breach reduce it. In this
frame, the influence by friends' practices regarding privacy settings or the social
pressure that users receive from their social environment in order to participate in
SNSs seem to affect disclosure behaviors. [64] referring to the contribution of social
factors, during a research addressed to students, has shown that they cannot avoid
participating in Facebook, which acts as a social norm for their everyday life,
although they have made progress regarding the personal information they reveal
and share. As [31] point out "(perceived) social norms seem to play an important role in
determining personal and spatial access restriction to user profiles as well as the amount and
the kind of information individuals provide within SNSs” (p. 185). An important factor
that also affects disclosure is people’s need to adapt to the expectations of a group or
community in order to avoid exclusion, indicating specific behavior that is
determined mainly by their own representation of the group's expectations [65]. In
this frame, one’s need to feel being part of a group (sense of belonging) can limit
privacy concerns.
Other approaches emphasize on the incentives that trigger users’ disclosure
behaviors. Social capital, social support, maintaining communication with others,
starting new relationships, self-promotion and entertainment/fun have been
recognized as such motivations for users’ operation on SNSs [66-71, 44]. [72] report
that Facebook users disclose personal information in order to acquire social capital
benefits, while [73] underline that in order to achieve these benefits disclosure needs
to be permanent. In the frame above, self-disclosure is perceived as a privacy
transaction, since users believe they will receive a reward if they reveal personal
information and thus behave in the opposite direction of protecting their privacy [7475]. The choice to disclose or conceal personal information constitutes thus an act of
balancing between the perceived benefits and the perceived costs [44].
Empirical researches in the field of psychology associate the control of
information communicated and the information disclosure with personality treats,
such as the need for popularity and self-esteem. For example, [76] have shown that
Facebook users who disclose a large amount of information are possessed by a
tension for self- promotion. They also demonstrated that those using Facebook for
the creation of digital communities are the ones who reveal the most essential
personal information and appear to be socially extroversial, while for both categories
of users it was pointed out that the number of posts grew when they experienced
periods of low self-esteem [76]. The reasons that lead to these behaviors, apart from
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psychological factors, include reduced social cohesion and lack of satisfaction
resulting from users’ offline relationships as well.
The level of information sensitivity has also been reported as a factor for users’
willingness to disclose information. [77] and [28] have shown that information
sensitivity raises the belief in risk while decreasing the desire for disclosure. So, users
are more cautious when they reveal sensitive information in relation to less sensitive
one. A recent research however, regarding Greek Universities students' Facebook
communities [78] showed that within these communities, University students felt
that they could share even the most inner information about their sexual life, thus
limiting the concept of privacy.
The structure of SNSs has also a crucial role regarding users' information
disclosure, as shown by [79] in the case of Facebook. In many cases, a user in order to
use the services of a SNS, has to reveal information according to SNS’s operating
preconditions [79-80, 38]. [31] note that providers, through technical features, try to
maximize the amount of information they receive from users to make Websites more
dynamic and attractive in order to make a profit. The high intensity usage of SNSs
also leads to disclosure behaviors [68]. Finally, the state of anonymity has also been
recognized as a factor influencing disclosure reducing thus privacy concerns [74, 81].
Personal information disclosure, consciously or not, is ultimately a common
practice among users involving heterogeneous audiences with different social
relationships within users’ networks. Although disclosure can be made either with
full publicity and to unknown users or to specific individuals within users’ network
[28], the information is very easy to be found, copied, expanded and shared in both
cases [82]. As [28] points out users who reveal personal information are often not
sure who and how many people are included amongst the audiences at which the
revelations have been made due to the temporal and spatial segregation that exists in
relationships developed between these audiences.
2.1.3. Privacy concerns
Most researches regarding privacy concerns or related protection behaviors
focus on individual level [52, 83-84]. [85] have highlighted the impact of cultural
values on users’ privacy concerns and the way they may affect self-disclosure, noting
that they also influence the assessment regarding the sensitivity of the personal
information communicated. In this frame, researches [86-87, 53] have focused at
country level investigating how individuals from different cultural contexts evaluate
privacy and respond to privacy concerns and privacy issues.
[41] in their study regarding the factors of privacy concerns have included the
dimension of perceived risk for other users, using the concept of comparative
optimism as reported by [88]. Comparative optimism refers to the state of belief that
the individual is more protected than others, mostly compared to more vulnerable
others or groups. This situation may arise either from the underestimation of
personal risk or from overestimating the vulnerability of others regarding online
privacy violation, but in both cases it refers to knowledge about privacy protection
[54].
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Privacy, as already stated in the previous sub-section, is directly related to the
control of personal information. [47] underline that a distinction should be made
between the act of voluntary information disclosure, the access and the use or misuse
of information, emphasizing thus that the resulting cost depends on access and use /
misuse of information, which people fail to conceive as they focus on the first level of
control (release of information). In this frame, previous researches have shown that
lower estimated control over personal information is associated with higher privacy
concerns [89], while in other cases it has been pointed out that those who are
indifferent to privacy feel that they have control over the information they reveal
[40]. These findings verify [47] argument that "perceived control over release or access of
personal information can cause people to experience an illusory sense of security and, thus,
release more information. Vice versa, lack of perceived control can generate paradoxically high
privacy concerns and decrease willingness to disclose, even if the associated risks of disclosure
may be lower"(p. 342).
Privacy concerns also relate to the security of SNSs, as demonstrated by [40].
[90] explain that businesses trying to convince customers about the security of their
personal data have introduced new techniques -self-regulatory transparency
mechanisms- that provide alerts and include privacy statements and privacy seals.
However, former researches have shown that privacy seals can increase the
willingness to disclose information [91], thus putting aside privacy concerns. It
seems, therefore, that privacy concerns are affected by users' confidence in privacy
settings.
Age seems to be also an important factor in privacy concerns. As [92] explains,
people belonging to different age groups vary in their perception of privacy and the
way they can manage it. [93] reports that young people are willing to experiment
with SNSs and this can lead them to behave inconsiderably or recklessly, while other
researches have shown that young people have a higher level of privacy awareness
[94-95, 64]. Older people usually have more difficulty to understand and implement
privacy settings and this turns them into potential high-risk users [96]. [97]
investigated the use of Facebook, privacy concerns and the application of privacy
settings in the three stages of adulthood (18-25, 25-40, 40-65) revealing differences
between the three groups. Specifically, groups aged 25-40 and 40-65 years old are
more vulnerable in terms of privacy protection than those of 18-25 years, who are
recorded as d conscious users with reference to privacy. Those aged 40-65 had
greater privacy concerns than other age groups, although they admitted they were
less likely to use privacy settings.
Gender constitutes a variable whose impact has been investigated in relation to
privacy perceptions and privacy concerns. For example, [98] and [40] have shown
that men are less concerned about online privacy, [99] that women are generally
more risk-averse, while other researchers [100-102] did not identify significant
differences between gender in relation to privacy perception. With reference to
teenagers, [103] recorded no difference in privacy concerns between boys and girls,
although the latter were more likely to have their profiles private and adopt privacy
protection strategies to avoid victimization.
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SNSs users’ privacy concerns are related not only to the protection of their
personal information disseminated to others who could exploit this, but also related
to the protection and management of their image in the frame of the relationships
that they have developed within their network [30]. The extent to which these
concerns are positive making users more cautious both in terms of quantity and
quality of information they publish either for themselves or for others will ultimately
determine the extent to which they will protect themselves from the potential
problems that will arise from the exploitation of information.
2.2

Privacy protection in Social Networking Sites
Several proposals have been made in order to ensure that personal information
circulated on Internet and social media is kept safe, not accumulated and used by
others -no matter who they are- without the explicit consent of the users. In this
context, it is suggested that legislation should be strengthen in order to regulate the
technological planning of data collection and the control of data acquired [36]. The
European Commission in 2012 reformulated the European Union Data Protection
Directive (1995) proposing the establishment of “the right to be forgotten”, “privacy
by default” and “privacy by design” in order to enhance privacy protection [104].
Referring to the providers, [60] highlight the need to introduce "more social
features that foster users’ interactions over the Social Networking Sites, such as person profile
customization or news feed notification services", while they also propose that service
providers “can integrate intuitive privacy indices, showing users the level of privacy
protection to alert them about the potential risks of self-disclosure in SNSs” (p. 293).
[105] state that users could be helped to confront privacy issues if the configured
information systems provide them with mechanisms and interfaces enabling them to
understand their function and if these mechanisms become integrated into users’
practices, values and sensitivities.
From a more technical point of view, software engineers consider privacy in a
more technical sense mainly as a set of specific requirements that need to be fulfilled
in order for a system or service to become privacy aware. In previous works [106108] a method that assists software engineers in eliciting and modeling privacy
requirements during system design is presented. Our findings show that for
increasing users’ privacy it is of vital importance to understand factors that
overcome the close boundaries of an information system and its technical abilities
(fulfilled requirements) as privacy is a multifaceted concept that is related to user’s
social and behavioral characteristics. Creating trustworthy systems and services that
fulfill specific security and privacy requirements taken into consideration external
non-technical factors is a solution towards this direction [109].
In addition to legislation’s provisions and providers’ obligations, it is
important to activate users and enhance their awareness to use strategies in order to
mitigate the risks resulting from disclosure to unwanted audiences [29- 30]. These
strategies relate both to personal information disclosure behaviors and the use of
privacy control techniques provided by the Web sites. In the frame of the first
dimension, users choose the type of information they record in their profile or the
updates they share in their Status [30], control the network of their Friends [29, 110],
11

retain different profiles, do not accept friend requests from strangers, delete
comments or remove photos [111-112]. [79] research, from 2005 to 2011, investigated
Facebook users' behavior regarding personal information disclosure options,
showing that the amount of information users choose to disclose to their friends has
grown despite existing privacy concerns, while disclosure of information to profiles
of strangers has decreased. With reference to the second dimension, that of technical
control, users in order to protect their privacy use privacy settings [29-30]. [113]
record that the Facebook privacy control techniques allow users to successfully
manage privacy threats from unknown external audience but provide poor choices
in relation to risk reduction arising from the existing Friends network. As pointed
out by [79], Facebook, in recent years, in order to encourage the disclosure of
personal information has changed the default settings when new users register on
the Site.
Finally, educational programs aiming at raising users’ awareness regarding
potential risks driving from self-disclosure on SNSs and adopting relevant protection
behaviors are particularly important as shown in several researches [114-117].
Specifically, long term educational interventions are shown to have a significant
impact on students’ attitude, increasing both privacy awareness and concerns
through acknowledging risks in SNSs and confronting them. Awareness increase
leads users/students to adopt privacy protective behavior either by using personal
strategies or employing technical mechanisms [118].

3.

ENSURING SOCIAL COHESION IN INFORMATION AND KNOWLEDGE
SOCIETY

The digital revolution led to a new reality that essentially altered not only the
way people perceive the social environment, but also social environment itself.
Communication with friends, creation of new relationships, search for support from
others, need to present oneself -sometimes even in the form of projection-,
participation in communities of common interest, products and services’ market,
transactions with the state and other organizations are all fields mediated by the
digital technology of SNSs. Indeed, social media and specifically SNSs have shaped
new norms and practices in modern society, transforming among others the form of
human interaction. The fundamental elements of users experiences on SNSs -in the
sense that [119] refers to experiences as "relationships of power and forms of
relationship between the Self and Others”- point out that within Information Society
multiple aspects of social reality are being remodeled and redefined in particularly
obscure and inconspicuous ways [1]. The flood of information [120] opens the path
for more knowledge and individual and social rights on the one hand, while on the
other it sets under negotiation concepts such as privacy and security.
In the context of SNSs, users "when creating the personal information they want to
share with others, they decide at the same time how they wish to be perceived by other
members of the community" [121] (p. 6), while providers with sophisticated techniques
gather and process large amounts of information either by themselves or providing it
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to others (governments). Thus, as [120] points out, people's exposure to a "flood of
information" raises conflicts about security, predictability, sense of belonging, stable
personal identity, cohesion, unmediated experiences.
Within this flood, "the distinction limits between personal data and personal data
accessible to public are equally indistinguishable, which suggests that the possibilities of
using and misusing personal data multiply" [16] (p. 38). In this respect, the exercise of
the power regarding personal data management runs throughout the social body,
without being clear the conditions of enforcement and compulsion. The increase of
control over individuals serves the purpose of safeguarding the well-being of social
media large companies. As a result, besides the role of the state that changes [122],
companies are increasingly involved in power, exercising ideological and political
control [15]. This issue further reinforces [119] thesis on the development of
"problem-making" when considering the protection of privacy and its effects on
social cohesion, especially in the context of Information Society, by cultivating
practices that pose problems on every political and social choice.
In this context, many researches on social media [123-126] use the
"Panoptikon", a framework for monitoring prisoners developed by Jeremy Bentham
in the late 18th century. "Panoptikon" extends into cyberspace. Potentially everyone
can be seen by everybody. This reality alters the concept of privacy while users often
have the illusion of privacy which makes difficult to delimit the kind of information
they should be share [51]. This personalized exercise of power clearly illustrates the
danger already identified by [127] regarding social systems of high differentiation,
where the exercise of social control is pushed "to the most intricate sphere of the
meaning" (p. 85) of the social actors, while simultaneously dominant established
collective values are constructed. Through the operation of social media companies,
specific interests are built up as values in relation to privacy and these are
reproduced over the years, ending up in their encapsulation and integration by the
community.
Although all may espouse these dominant values at the theoretical level, at
empirical and experiential levels this may not happen [128]. [129] argues that there
are differences between users’ representations regarding how they feel about privacy
and how they really react to its violation. So, although users have embraced or
agreed to the general value of privacy protection, they may take actions that
contradict it accordingly to the effort to achieve the goals they have set in defending
their individual interests. Underlining the phenomenon recorded as “Privacy
Paradox” [51, 83, 130] which refers to the differentiation between the intention of
social subjects to disclose personal information and the actual disclosure behavior,
mediated by privacy concerns, it is important to note that the perception of privacy
shows significant variations between socio-cultural systems [131-132]. Users,
according to the assessment of the situation they make through social media usage,
show the extent to which they have incorporated the value of privacy protection and
whether they are prepared to defend it through practices and actions in social media,
in each case the value is specialized, goes beyond its abstract context and concerns
specific purposes and interests. It should be noted that, even if there is complete
consensus on the value of privacy protection, it is impossible to have full consensus
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on its evaluations. These evaluations result in the formulation of criteria of action
directly linked to specific situations, but the criteria cannot appeal to all social media
users, given the diversity that characterizes them.
The possibility of privacy violation is one of the greatest risks in the globalized
environment of the Information Society [133], since it includes the lack of respect for
the individuals and for their right to privacy as well as the control exercise over
him/her, while at the same time creates significant opportunities and challenges for
the delimitation of collective values and social behaviors in relation to privacy
protection.
Thus, beyond the obvious responsibility of third parties, whoever those are
that violate national and international conventions on the protection of human
rights, we must think on the role of individuals / users in the process of revealing
their information. Regardless the need to communicate with others, to join a team
and gain benefits and despite the obvious and recorded privacy concerns, users
themselves generate the risk, not only for themselves but also for others too and
potentially for the whole society, given their criteria of action and the collective
representation that we all are somehow connected. Users’ intention and need to
interact with others even if they have to reveal personal information and their
disclosure behavior constitute parts of a recurrent process of privacy risks
generation. In this frame privacy risks re-occur as a result of the four systemic
defections that contribute to the risk reproduction according to [1].
Based on [1] thesis that the concept of risk involves the possibility of timely
forecasting that can lead to the prevention of future disaster, the role of users
regarding their self-protection is of major importance, leading to a new form of social
development in Information Society, within which one of the basic principles is the
personal responsibility. After all, as [119] records from the moment when certain
relations of power develop there are synchronically resistance possibilities too,
which need to be equally resourceful, dynamic and productive.
The users’ concerns and their anxieties with regard to privacy protection prove
that they recognize the risk, while the strategies and techniques of protection they
adopt show that they try to avert the risk. In this frame, social development ensure is
based on a shift in intervention; from repressive to preventative intervention with an
emphasis on users’ awareness. As a matter of fact, this is a form of personal
development that, as recorded by [134], collectively ensures social progress. On this
basis, in order to make social development sustainable, its planning should be based
on citizens' actions which will perpetuate and maintain it through participation and
democracy, always taking into account the environmental constraints and the clear
knowledge of their needs [135].
However, as [1] argues, prevention is not final as post-modern society suffers
from four systemic defects that contribute to risk reproduction. Thus, in any case
where users exceeding the limits are unable to control information they publish for
themselves or others and to control who and how can access and use this
information or users underestimate the harm that can come up for themselves or
others while often overestimating the perceived control over information, the risk for
the members of society recurs. In this respect, the results of the [136] and [137]
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studies who argue that the co-responsibility of public and private organizations
brings more effective measures for social development need to be applied in terms of
privacy protection also.
Nevertheless, according to the cognitive approach for social development
planning, its production processes consist of overlapping interventions designed by
experts and those benefited [138], requiring everyone’s participation in the effort to
improve the quality of life and social autonomy [139]. As [9] notes "the concepts of
society and privacy are completely interrelated, since without society there would be no need
and demand for privacy" (p. 507).
Privacy protection has been recognized as an important principle in all modern
democracies [140] and its preservation has been identified as a major need [141]. In
this context, social development principles based on privacy protection in social
media can focus on users’ personal development, their development as members of
digital communities emphasizing on knowledge addressing to users’ needs and
goals for privacy protection, on practices assessment and on users’ demand for social
media providers adaption to their needs as well.
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